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The Coding Sprint
Context:

○ MC has a large hierarchy of interfaces, coded by hand, hard to change
○ HB is a high-level language / tool to declare hierarchies of interfaces for Coq
○ porting MC to HB was a daunting task for the 3 authors of HB

To the rescue:

estimate 400 hours!!!



Tools for the sprint
Process wiki/HB-porting-week (knowledge sharing / team building)

○ Demo all together
○ Initiation/setup in large groups, passing the baton
○ Smaller and smaller groups tackling files
○ opam pinning / nix toolbox to update HB frequently

Code & synchronization #733
○ Library graph superposed with status

Chat coq.zulipchat.com + jitsi.riot.im
○ each file had a Zulip stream
○ and a video chat with standard names

(easy to jump to)

https://github.com/math-comp/math-comp/wiki/HB-porting-week
https://github.com/math-comp/math-comp/pull/733
https://coq.zulipchat.com
https://jitsi.riot.im/


The diff
727c50f



Locking, not only about performance
Always used in MC to enforce an abstraction barrier (for the user, and for Coq)

○ a new concept defined using old ones
○ a new theory which does not require “unfolding” the concept
○ an opacity hint to the Coq kernel

Streamlined with HB:

○ HB.lock
Definition new_concept := …huge... .

                                              



Documentation
New tools: HB.graph                                 HB.about

                                               



Hierarchy Design
HB tries to detect and forbid the most tricky errors in defining a hierarchy.

But this turned out to be insufficient, since the users has still to fix his design. 

                                       Demo

More doc in the wiki

https://github.com/math-comp/hierarchy-builder/wiki


What Next?
Missing:

○ Port the Odd Order Theorem (no new structures, but a huge perf test)
○ Add a few more structures, eg semirings (just to test we don’t hit a wall)
○ Doc, Doc, Doc...

MCHB → MC 2.0, which will be a breaking change - target 2022

○ hence MC 1.x will enter maintenance mode (not abandoned)

Related:

○ FinmapHB, MonaeHB, DioidsHB, Graph-TheoryHB, MC-AnalysisHB, CoqEALHB, 
MultinomialsHB,…



Thanks!
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